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NWROC member pleads not guilty
Woman arraigned for allegedly
spitting on KKK rally supporter
trial on Sept. 19. She also has
subsequent misdemeanor charges for her actions at the Toledo
A member of the National Klan rally, also held on June 18.
Women's Rights Organizing Co- The trial for those charges will
alition was arraigned Friday at be on Sept 16.
"If there was a problem, it was
the Wood County Common Pleas
Court for allegedly inciting vioSee NWROC, page four.
lence at the Knights of the Ku
Klux Klan rally in Bowling Green
on June 18.
MarvetU Davis, 23, of Detroit,
entered a plea of not guilty after
being accused of allegedly spitting on a rally supporter. The
MarvetU Davis, 23. of 9
charge prohibits engaging in
Detroit, entered • plot of.
conduct to incite others to violence and is a fourth degree felonot guilty after being.
ny. The offense is punishable by
accused of allegedly
six months to 1 1/2 years in
spitting on a rally
prison.
supporter.
"The charge is completely unThe charge prohibits
substantiated," said Eileen
engaging in conduct to
Scheff, a member of Davis' legal
incite others to violence.
counsel, "It's a political and racist attack. This makes it more
DavU is free on $700
difficult for people to come out
bond, which is 10 percent
and express their views."
of her original bond of
Davis is free on $700 bond,
"
$7,000.
which is 10 percent of her original bond of $7,000, until her preby Aaron Epple and Andy Dugan
The BG News

Klan rally
arraignment

4
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MarvetU DavU (center) listens with her lawyers to the prosecution'!
comments at her arraignment at the Wood County Courthouse Friday

Olscamp organizes
committee to study
equality practices
by Katie Simmons
The BG News
The Faculty Senate explored
the issue of gender equity last
year to see if Inequality
existed at the University
among faculty members.
This year, a new committee,
formed by University President Paul Olscamp, questions
the results.
Olscamp organized the
committee - headed by Peter
Hutchlnson, associate vice
president for academic affairs, during the summer. The
group will examine the issues
of gender equity on the campus - an issue previously
covered by the faculty senate.
"The administration looked
over the preliminary review
made by the ad hoc committee
of the Faculty Senate and saw
errors made In their study and
believed further analysis
should be made on some Issues
to either confirm or disconflrm the results as seen appropriate," Hutchlnson said.
The Senate's ad hoc committee, created by former Faculty
Senate chairman Benjamin
Muego, was designed to evaluate the issues and concerns
of Inequality of gender In regards to faculty members'
salary and advances within
departments.
Results from the Senate
committee's year-long study
have been released with information that there is Indeed
inequality in various areas of
the University. The final draft
of these results has yet to be
distributed.
"The completion of the en-

tire study, areas one through
three, will be available very
shortly," said Dorothy Behling, chairwoman of Faculty
Senate and member of the adhoc committee. "The study Is
still in the rough draft form,
but a large, completed report
will be distributed to the senators and faculty members
when it has been completed."

"I deeply regret
that this summer
Olscamp formed
his own committee
to study the gender
equity issue, after
sixfaculty
members spent a
year conducting a
very
comprehensive
study."
Dorothy Behling
chairwoman of Faculty Senate

In her address to faculty and
administrators Aug. 22, Behling expressed her concerns
with the new committee
formed by the administration
after the effort put into the
study by the Senate committee.
"I deeply regret that this
summer Olscamp formed his
own committee to study the
gender equity Issue, after six
faculty members spent a year

INSIDE

See EQUALITY, page four.

morning. Davis pleaded not guilty to charges of Inciting violence at
the Ku Klux Klan rally In Bowling Green on June 18.

Counsel calls Klan charge racist
by Michael Zawackl
The BG News

The legal counsel for a woman
charged for allegedly Inciting
violence at a June Ku Klux Klan
rally is calling the fourth degree
felony charge an act of racism.
In a press conference outside
of the Wood County Courthouse
Friday, Eileen Scheff, an attorney for Marvetta Davis, said
Davis' charge was a racial course
of action by Wood County prosecuters.
It is alleged that Davis, a member of the National Women's
Rights Organizing Coalition, spit
on KKK supporters during the
rally. Scheff said this is not inciting violence, but perhaps disorderly conduct and not a fourth
degree felony.
"There Is no basis for the
charge, and there is nothing to
substantiate it," Scheff said. "We
plan on a constitutional challenge
of the statute [of insighting violence] charged against Marvetta
Davis."
Davis said a conviction would
violate her right to protest.
"If [Wood County prosecuters]
can get away with this, they're
saying to blacks and other minorities that if you fight back against
racism you will be put in Jail,"
she said. "It's [an act of] racism
that they arrested me."
Scheff said they now intend to
pursue the matter through the
court system.
"I'm sure [Davis] will be acquitted," she said.

Agency lax in identifying waste
The Plain Dealer reported Sunday.
The paper said its investigation
CLEVELAND - The federal
agency which regulates the nu- found that Nuclear Regulatory
clear industry has been lax in Commission investigations of
identifying radioactive materials sewage plant contamination have
dumped Into the nation's sewers. been haphazard.
The Associated Press

CAMPUS
University fraternities
and sororities have organized several activities for
Greek Week that will raise
money to benefit local
causes and charities.
»Page4.

Authorities arrested Davis
Aug. 1 at a KKK rally In Dayton
for her alleged crime in Bowling
Green.
Police used photographs and
video taken during the June 18
rally to identify protestors who
allegedly broke the law. She
spent three days in jail with bail
set at $15,000.
Five others were arrested for
alleged wrong-doings at the June
18 rally. Davis said police are
holding warrants for other people's arrests as an intimidation
factor to deter them from demonstrating against the Klan.
"Police are holding [the warrants] over people's heads to
make it more difficult for people
to come out and peacefully demonstrate," she said.
Scheff said she questions why
the police did not make arrests at
the June 18 rally.
"Who's ever heard of oops
from BG going down to Dayton to
serve John and Jane Doe a warrant," she said. "This Is not
reasonable law enforcement this is a political vendetta."
Davis said arresting her sends
the wrong message to the KKK.
Tkc BG NeWI/RMI Weltn.r
"To take me to court on bogus
charges is telling the Klan that it Marvetta Davis explains her position on last June's Ku Klux Klan rally
is okay to organize against mi- while standing outside the Wood County Courthouse with her counsel,
Eileen Scheff.
norities," Davis said.
Scheff said any problems at the
June 18 rally arose from police necessary," Davis said. Scheff timidate the crowd [of protesallowing KKK supporters to said she believes police were tors]," Scheff said.
intermingle with protesters and protecting the Klan and violating
Davis said police are afraid of
the rights of the crowd.
cause a dangerous situation.
"It was a clear attempt of young people fighting against the
"People should be able to defend themselves by any means police to protect the Klan and in- KKK in a militant fashion.

EDITORIAL
Sharon Tureo dispels the
myths of stereotypes In her
guest column.
--Page 2.

The agency's conclusions in tionwide were discovered in NRC
such investigations are some- investigations, The Plain Dealer
times based on sketchy or in- found. The others were found by
complete information, the news- state or local officials or by accident.
paper said.
Only two of the 10 known conSee WASTE, page four.
taminated sewage plants na-

SPORTS
Falcon soccer squad lost
• 1-0 scrimmage to Oakland
University, Saturday.
» Page 6.

WEATHER
Mostly sunny. High in the
upper 70s. Northwest winds
10 to IS raph. Tonight,
clear. Low SO to 55.
Tomorrow, Increasing
cloudiness. Chance of
afternoon showers. High in
the upper 70s.

■
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Castro still
treading water
pidel Castro has persevered.
Castro has struggled since his leap to power to keep his
country's economic head above the proverbial water of the
ever increasing ocean of world change.
Communism in Eastern Europe has crumbled. The Soviet
regime has collapsed. Reform and economic stabilization
flourishes in an emerging European community. Cuba hangs
on for dear life.
The News wonders just how long Castro and his Cuba can
tread water before they are sucked down into the undertow of
change. One thing is for sure — Castro will want to do it his
way.
And he is. Though labeled by the Clinton administration as
"reluctant to reform," he has been laying down a foundation.
Over the past few weeks, a mass exodus of his people have
made their way toward the Florida shores. In rafts made of
materials that could be mistaken for garbage, Cuban refugees
head for the "Land of Plenty" and then are promptly sent back.
What is being forgotten is that Castro is a survivor. Before
reaching power he had been arrested for foiled take-over
attempts. He returned to fail again during another attempted
take-over and fled to the mountains. From there, he conducted
a propaganda war that led to the eventual overthrow of the
existing government and his thrust into power. He challenged
the United States, repressed the Bay of Pigs invasion, saved
face during the Missile Crisis, endured the repression of a full
economic blockade and the taunting of seven U.S. Presidents.
Thirty-five years later, he is trying once again to survive.
The News believes Castro's actions are directed to make his
problem a U.S. problem. We believe he intends to make the
tidal wave of refugees such a headache for the Clinton
administration that actions will have to be taken to relieve
Cuba's economic problems.
American dollars, in the form of tourism and trade, would
greatly alleviate Cuba's economic strain.
The end result — Cuba comes out on top. Castro stays in
power, American money saves his economy, his people are
happy and he becomes a hero.
Castro, once again, is able to tread just hard enough to keep
his head above the water and survive.
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Open borders add culture
First it was Haiti, and now it's
Cuba.
Cuba is feeling the cruel reality
that its dream of setting foot on U.S.
soil is all but impossible.
Cubans, at one time, a lime not
too long ago. were able to be
granted asylum in this country on
the basis of communist oppression.
President Bill Clinton reversed this
1969 law that permitted Cubans to
become permanent legal residents
and, after one year, U.S. citizens.
When examining why, it is easy to contributers to our society.
That's the very reason why legal
see Clinton did this in an effort to
and illegal immigrants should be
prevent another Mariel, the 1980
allowed into this country. Many of
exodus of 125,000 Cubans to the
the greatest Fortune 500 companies
U.S.
were founded and built by
The problem with Clinton's
immigrants. This isn't something
reversal of this law is that it's not
that just happened many years ago.
working. Cubans are still crossing
it is even happening today. In fact,
our American borders because they
entrepreneurship is a quality that
know, as well as everyone else, that
Bill Clinton's foreign policy changes many immigrants have.
Another characteristic immigrants
daily.
have is risk. They risk it all to come
The Cubans that are being
to this country, and then some risk it
detained at Guantanamo Bay should
all again to start a business.
be allowed to come to this country.
Some of you must be thinking
Then it is the United States'
that this doesn't happen any more
responsibility to help Cubans
overthrow Fidel Castro, thus making today, especially with all the
inequalities that minorities face.
it unnecessary for other Cubans to
For those who believe this credo,
take that perilous trip on unsafe
apparently you haven't read "Selfrafts.
Made In America" by John
The U.S., a country that once
McCormack. The book is full of
opened its arms to immigrants, isn't
examples of modern-day immigrants
doing so anymore. Immigrants have
(hat have come to America with
built this country into what it is
nothing to become successful
today and have done it by taking
entrepreneurs.
dangerous risks to gain their
In the opening few pages of every
freedom.
book you always find words of
Immigrants from all over the
appreciation and dedication. John
world, from America's founding to
McCormack's first dedication reads
the present, have left everything
as follows: 'To the American
behind to seek a better life. Many
people, and especially our
immigrants have overcome all odds
hardworking new immigrants who
and circumstances to become great

are re-leaching us the dreams,
visions and lessons that made our
country great."
Notice the word "re-teaching,"
which means today and the recent
past. Not a lime so long ago in
American history, but as recent as
the past five, 10 or even 30 years.
"Self-Made In America" tells
many real-life stories of immigrants
that became success stories. There's
the story of Bemie, who came to
America from Germany with only a
few dollars and couldn't speak
English. This immigrant became a
multi-millionaire selling washing
machines.
Then there is the story of Nick
from Italy, who grew up in a "dirtpoor" family with 10 kids. At 20
years old, he landed a job as a
"stoker" shoveling coal into the
furnace of a ship bound for America.
Well, it went to South America
instead of North America. It took
him three years before he got on a
ship bound for North America. The
ship he was on broke down near the
Philadelphia shoreline. Not taking
any more chances, he jumped from
the ship into the icy January waters
and swam to shore, nearly freezing
to death. Nick then went from
washing dishes, to making meatballs
to becoming a millionaire with a
restaurant and catering business.
By now you must be thinking that
all these immigrants came from
Europe and that it's European
immigrants who become successful.
It's because Europeans face less
discrimination.
There is also the success story of
Le Van Vu from Vietnam. Vu and his
wife sold everything they had to
come to this country. They arrived in
Houston in 1972 with no money or

knowledge of the English language.
Vu and his wife started out living
in the back of a bakery, slept on
sacks and sold donuts. By living in
the back of the bakery, they saved
every penny they earned and
eventually bought the bakery from
the owners. Of course, they went on
to become millionaires like the
others.
There are literally hundreds of
immigrant success stories in
America, and all have contributed
greatly to this society. We are all
immigrants from some corner of this
earth. Whether your relatives came
through Ellis Island, first-bom
American citizens of immigrants or
you are directly from another
country, we are all immigrants or
children of immigrants.
That is why the Cubans and the
Haitians should be allowed into this
country. No, they won't all become
successful entrepreneurs. What they
should be allowed is the chance to
seek a better life.
Cubans and Haitians, men,
women, children and babies leave
everything behind to face the
hazardous seas to hopefully set foot
on the Land of Opportunity.
Americans complain every day
about our inequalities while people
around the world are just trying to
stay alive. No one sees American
citizens leaving the country they
complain so much about, but we see
immigrants trying to come to
America everyday. Give the Cubans
and Haitians the same opportunity
that the immigrants of yesterday had
at seeking a better life.

Rick Hackbarth is a weekly
columnist for The News.

Myths about women dispelled

Earth was first controlled by men.
Women were considered worthless,
outside the household, that is. But
some years later, these same women
gained power as a whole and
became, in the eyes of men, quite a
problem.
But the threat was not considered
204 West Hall
grave because it seemed that women
Bowling Green State University
lacked essential genes that would
Bowling Green, Ohio 43403-0726
allow them to fully become an
bgnews @ andy.bgsu.edu
equals of men. Instead, women
contain a hormone stew that renders
Copyright C1994 by The BG News. Reprinting of any material in this
them unstable.
publication without the permission of The BG News is strictly prohibited.
Although this seems unrealistic,
The BG News is an independent student voice founded in 1920 and is
this simplistic version of history is
•published daily during the academic year and Wednesdays in the summer.
often looked at as truth. Although
The BG News encourages its readers to notify the paper of any errors in sarcastic in nature, it does prove the
ithe stories or photograph descriptions.
point that throughout history most
Opinions excpressed herein are not necessarily those of the student body, men have been afraid of women
faculty or University administration. Opinions expressed in columns,
gaining power.
(cartoons and letters are not necessarily those of The BG News. Letters
Today, that worry hovers over us.
inteded for publication must be between 200-300 words long, typed and
Whether it be women gaining the
include the writer's name, phone number and University affiliation, if any. power themselves or gaining it via
The BG News reserves the right to edit any and all letters.
their husbands who have powerful

positions of their own.
Women have come a long way,
but the stereotypical stigma that
women are weak remains a constant

Sharon
reminder that women are not equal
to men.
This stereotype that women are the
weaker gender stems from
"jandwagon concepts" that are
eagerly taken up by the media.
These ideas become so interesting
that they take on a life of their own,
almost as if they are truly scholarly
ideas.
What does the bandwagon theory
actually say? If you believe
everything you read, women are in
big trouble. They are depressed and
sick. This suggests that women do
not belong in the workforce.
A different bandwagon tactic.

which is equally untrue, is the
"mommy" track. This forces women
to choose between a career and a
family and it also discourages
women's ambitions.
Being smart, competent and
courageous should not be punishable
by bad press.
Although women are the group of
people most often oppressed by the
bandwagon effect, men can suffer
too. Women's magazines such as
Cosmopolitan are guilty of this by
portraying men as clods and brutish
Rain bos.
When are these stereotypes going
to be broken? The chances seem
fairly good that it may happen in the
near future. However, cultural myths
do not die an easy death.
It is only when women take
control of their own destinies that
things will change.
Women have been oppressed in

society by men since the beginning
of time. It is only now, 74 years aftei
women gained the right to vote, that
our government has reflected it.
A women attorney general, a
women surgeon general, a prochoice president and a supreme
court position are only a few great
strides women have made.
Women made this happen through
their will and determination, despite
the obstacles they face.
Women have the responsibilty to
themselves and other women to
change their image in society.
Although the styles that men and
women use in communicating and
relating are quite different, these
differences can be overcome.
In a world of communication,
anything can be accomplished.
Sharon Turco is the editorial
editor of The News.
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THEY
SAID IT
"Rudolf Diesel, the guy who invented
the diesel, experimented with vegetable oil and the Army ran a tank with it in
World War II." -Florence Dore, spokeswoman

4

Prison College

COLUMBUS -Educating
prisoners is effective in rehabilitation and keeping inmates on the
right side of the law, prison authorities say.
"Why should anyone who
commits a crime get a free education? Because if they don't get
it, others will become victims,''
said Reginald A. Wilkinson, director of the Ohio Department of
Rehabilitation and Correction.

Monday

ACROSS
THE STATE
The $30.2 billion crime bill
passed by Congress last week
provides $9.8 billion for state and
federal prisons. But it ends the
taxpayer subsidy of college educations for about 27,000
prisoners.
The Columbus Dispatch in a
story published Sunday reported
that of the more than 90 percent
of prisoners who are released
within a few years of imprison-

ment, about SO percent end up
back behind bars.
About 75 percent of prisoners
In Ohio and nationwide do not
have a high school diploma, said
the Ohio Literacy Network.
Ohio prisoners must have a
high school diploma or equivalent, which they can earn In
prison, and be within five years
of parole to receive aid for college classes.

Free Sailing

•Dave Westol will speak as part of Greek Week at 9 p.m. in Anderson Arena

Tuesday
•The College Democrats will hold its first meeting of the year at 9 p.m. in 202 Education.
•The Society of Professional Journalists will hold a general information meeting at 7:30 p.m. in the
Commons on the second floor of West Hall.

Wednesday
•

•Greek Week continues with the Community Service Trash Walk starting outside the Union at 6 p.m.
•Petitions are due for Undergraduate Student Government District Senators by 4 p.m. Petitions must
have 25 signatures and are located in 405 Student Services.
•Free Karate lessons are available in the basemen! of Ashley/Kreischer at 6 p.m.
•Intramural entries are due for men's softball at 130 Held House.

Thursday
•The University football team travels to Norm Carolina State. The game starts at 7 p.m.
•All Greek Talent Show starts at 9 p.m. in Anderson Arena
•Intramural entries are due for men's doubles golf.
AP FkU/Wlulpcg Fraa Pr.ii/B.rla Mlakevk k

Saturday

Hundreds of competitor* participate in a sallboardlng practice race In Glmlll, Manitoba Friday,

•The Falcon volleyball team travels to the Northern Illinois Invitational to play against Wisconsin and
Northern Illinois.
•The Falcon soccer team travels to the Akron Children's Hospital Classic to play Loyola.
•The women's golf team travels to the Gopher Invitational.

r

ALL EDUCATION
MAJORS
STUDENT TEACHING
SPRING SEMESTER, 1995 OR FALL
SEMESTER, 1995
You are required to attend a sign-up
and intormation meeting:
WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 31, 1994
COMMUNITY SUITE, UNIVERSITY
UNION
Meetings at:"
8:30, 9:30,10:30,11:30a.m.
1:30, 2:30, 3:30, 4:30 p.m.
KNOW YOUR SPRING COURSE(S)
NEEDED TO TAKE WITH STUDENT
TEACHING AND ALSO YOUR ONCAMPUS MAILBOX NUMBER!

|

STUDY HARD!

The Obsidian
is holding an
informational meeting

Tuesday, Aug. 30 9p.m.
304 Moseley
The African-American news
publication is inviting new and old
members to join our staff.

STUDENT
RECORDS
Under the terms of the Family
Educational Rights and Privacy Act of
1974, and University policy on student
records, Bowling Green State University
may disclose such personally identifiable
information from a student's educational
record as has been designated to be
directory information.
Students have the right to refuse the
designation of personally identifiable
information as directory information. If a
student exercises this right, directory
information will not be released without the
students consent except as provided by
law and University policy.
Students
choosing to exercise their right respecting
witholding directory information should
contact in person the Office Of The Vice
President For Student Affairs by 5 p.m.,
Thursday, September 1, 1994.

Campus
page four
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Greeks sponsor week-long events Group to voice
Bssr
«jgffa*ag*mAJKgflraaag*ww concerns about
students' safety

University fraternities and
sororities have organized several
activities for Greek Week that
will raise money to benefit local
causes and charities.
Each fraternity or sorority
promoting an activity is raising
money for special causes, such as
Juvenile diabetes or muscular
sclerosis, said Liz Cho, chairwoman/representative of Greek
Week.
"This is a time for the whole
Greek system to get together and
promote friendship, leadership,
community service and scholarship," Cho said.
According to Cho, Greek Week
is a time for the independents to
get a feel of what the Greek
Tto BC NmSfeakMk MKOra
system is all about and involve
new sorority members.
Sorority ■embers roll around in the slop for charity during Greek Week's Mud Tug. Greek Week lasts
through Thursday with all Greek organizations participating la the philanthropic events.
"The fraternity Rush is coming
The All Greek Talent Show will
In addition to the competitions promoting a positive lifestyle.
up and Greek Week Is a great
Westol will also dismiss how take place at 9 p.m. In Anderson
way to promote the fraternities between the sororities and
and to show the campus that each fraternities, Dave Westol, direc- people can leave the negative as- Arena Thursday, Sept. 1 - the
Greek member exemplifies tor of The ta Chi, will speak on pects of their lives behind them, final day of Greek Week. The
scholarship, leadership and Monday at 9 p.m. In Anderson according to Ann Marie Morgan, show is open to everyone, Cho
Arena about the Importance of adviser for Greek Week.
community service,'' Cho said.
said.

WASTE

EQUALITY

Continued from page one.

Continued from page on*.

"They still donl know who's
discharging and, to me, that's the
most dramatic evidence of the
lack of a regulatory program,"
said Tom Lenhart, a lawyer for
the Northeast Ohio Regional
Sewer District. "If you don't
know who's discharging, how effective are your regulations?"

EXTRA.!
EXTRA!

5 years ago

In April 1993, sewer district
officials filed a lawsuit against
Advanced Medical Systems Inc.,
which they believed contaminated the Southerly treatment
plant with radioactive cobalt
Sewer district officials contend Advanced dumped more
radioactive cobalt than federal
regulations allow.

In The News
Miguel M. Ornelas, director of
Affirmative Action at the University and
head of the Ohio Hispanic Institute of
Opportunity, died in the Wood County
Hospital after suffering from cancer. He
was 55.
He also served as an ethnic studies
and sociology professor.

-Hut

<v Before D^

FRESHMAN RECORDS
DISTRIBUTION

*it

All Night
Every Night

¥

and have already bad our first
conducting a very comprehen- meeting," Hutchlnson said. "The
President asked for the commitsive study," she said.
Reasonings behind Olscamp's tee to have their analysis done by
decision to start a new committee the end of the fall semester."
While the new committee will
stem from the belief that false
Information was reported by the closely examine the validity of
ad hoc committee, Hutchlnson the completed study, areas of
said. New experts In statistics their research In some ways will
and other areas should re- follow that of the Senate commitevaluate the information, he add- tee, he said.
ed.
Faculty members Involved In
"Faculty experts In statistics
and research will represent the the new committee include Ann
faculty and with a high degree of Marie Ryan, associate professor
objectivity review the Faculty of psychology, William Balzer,
professor and chairman of the
Senate study," Hutchlnson said.
psychology department, Deanne
The administration's commit- Suavely, associate professer of
tee has already begun research chemistry, Robert Yonker,
after members were nominated professor of education foundaby department chairmen and tions and Inquiries, Nancy Boudeans and elected by Hutchlnson. dreau, assistant professor of applied statistics and operations
"During the summer, the research, and James Sullivan, ascommittee members were pro- sociate dean of the college of
vided with materials to review business administration.

AUG. 30 FROM 5 -7P.M.
Pick up or: McDonald
(outside of Garden Terrace Deli)
Kreischer Quadrangle
Founders

%

If you miss the Distribution Aug. 30
you con ger yours Sept. 6 or 8:30 p.m. in
the Tofr room in the Union. All
welcome ro stay for UAA meeting following or 9 p.m

Free Salad, Bread Sticks, And Dessert
With Pizza Purchase
'Dine In Only

eTV!

1099 S. Main 353-5691
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BROWN PACKAGI
Scholastic Year:
Basic Service:
Remote:
Installation:

Aug. 10-May 10
41 channels
FREE for the year
FREE

Package Value:
You Save:

Si69 00
$224.32
$55.3?

•
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•

' (assuming use of converter & remote)

•

"Save 15.5 to 24.6% depending
upon equipment needed.
Other Packages Available. Call For Details
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A University student group
will meet to voice Its concerns
and gather local support on how
to improve safety for biking and
In-line skating enthusiasts.
The Bicycle Riders Action
Group will hold a public meeting
Monday. Aug. 29, at 7:30 p.m. at
United Christian Fellowship, located at the corner of Thurstin
Avenue and Pike Street BRAG
leaders will discuss the progress
already made with Bowling
Green city officials and will recruit new members.
With the population of both the
University and the city on the
rise, founding member Ryan
McKenzie said biking and in-line
skating have become more popular and also more dangerous.
Although no bike-pedestrian or
bike-automobile collisions have
been reported yet, McKenzie
said "there is a lot of time left before the year is over."
..,.,-,_.—
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BRAG member Dave Suelzer
put it another way. "Cycling and
In-line skating can take you almost anywhere In BG in less than
10 minutes," he said. "But many
people simply won't take the risk
of getting hit by a car or of
having their bike stolen because
no safe parking is available."
To counter these problems,
BRAG has proposed such
changes as the addition of bike
lanes on the campus and in town,
the addition of more bike racks,
the provision of lighting at night
for security purposes and the repair of roads that are heavily
trafficked by bikers and skaters.
Councilman John Mura has obtained federal grant money In
order to buy more bike racks for
the downtown area, and BRAG is
working with Downtown Business Association director Jim
Tinker on the design and location
of the new facilities.

Continued from page one.

the problem of the KKK," Scheff
said. "Those are the people inciting violence. They do put their
[Klan] program Into action."
"They want to take out their attacks on the people they mention
In their rallies." Davis said.
Both Scheff and Davis are optimistic of the eventual outcome.
"We do feel she will be acquitted, as well as other defendants,"
Scheff said. "To bring charges on
these people for coming out and
expressing their views is part of
a racist action."
"We will win," Davis added.
Alan Mayberry, the Wood
County Prosecutor, was not as
amicable.
"We want to prevent people
from Inciting violence In our

community," Mayberry said.
"People are entitled to express
their ideas, whether we agree
with them or not"
Scheff and Davis said they disagreed.
"What they're saying Is to
come out and organize mass genocide and the BG police will go
out and protect him. That Is not
acceptable," Davis said. "The
cops are there to protect the Klan
and to make sure we don't have a
voice to be heard."
"This Is not reasonable law enforcement," Scheff said."The
police didn't have a basis for
arrests here and they've decided
to pursue this no matter if they
have a basis or not. So we've decided to fight them back."
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Panetta offers no job security Tornadoes strike
by Terence Hunt
The Associated Press

believed to be in the areas of
"We had a lot of kind of counscheduling, communications and selors to the president, advisers
WASHINGTON - For a White political affairs.
to the president," Panetta said in
House staff nervous about a pos"If there's a better way to an interview. "What I've tried to
sible shakeup, Leon Panetta's structure this, I cant be hesitant do is establish much clearer remessage is not
about doing that if I think it pro- sponsibilities for those adreassuring:
vides the best operation for the visers."
"There is no
president," Panetta said.
Panetta also got assurances he
job security
It was Panetta who dealt with wouldn't be second-guessed by
B^J|\w^H
here."
the House over changes in Clin- Vice President Al Gore or Hillary
EanillJ
Six weeks
ton's crime bill. He also has Rodham Clinton, two other
into his job,
staked out a role for himself in powerful figures.
President Clin"Every chief of staff has that
Clinton's foreign policy operalinton
ton's new chief
relationship to deal with and,
tion.
dmrtustrali >n
of staff has es"I wanted to be directly in- frankly, from the very beginning
tablished himvolved in foreign policy issues as I asked for the clear line of auself as the
one of the principals because I thority not only from the presipower center, chief negotiator think the president needs to have dent but from the first lady and
and strict disciplinarian for a a chief of staff who's covering all the vice president, and got that
White House that in the past has the bases," Panetta said in an assurance," Panetta said.
veered from being free-wheeling interview in his spacious West
"They all need to be involved.
to chaotic
Wing office.
They all have Important roles.
"You cant have an operation
All memos going into the Oval Whatever policies I try to imwork well for the president un- Office have to be routed through plement, I have to coordinate
less it is well-managed and has a Panetta, even when they're with them as well."
discipline to it," Panetta said. "It signed by such senior aides as
Panetta inherited a White
Just doesn't work."
Mack McLarty and George Ste- House staff overseen by
Long-rumored personnel phanopoulos. Clinton's outside McLarty, a man whose gentle
changes are likely, Panetta said. political advisers also have had Southern ways earned him the
The most probable targets are their easy access restricted.
nickname "Mack the Nice."

Panetta, though, is a different
breed.
He said the White House is
making an attitude change,
switching from a campaign mode
to a governing mode where Clinton has the opportunity to be
presidential rather than racing
around like a candidate.
"People have an event and feel
that the only way to get the attention It needs is to get the president Involved," Panetta said.
"That's not always true."
Jobs have been defined more
clearly to make people more accountable and to stop the practice of giving people tasks not related to their assignment.
Panetta said it had become
"very difficult to find fault when
something went wrong because
there were too many people who
were involved in the kitchen."
Panetta said Clinton is pleased
with the changes so far.
"He feels like he's got a little
more room to breathe rather than
a kind of campaign atmosphere,"
Panetta said.

President, first family take break
by Ron Fournler
The Associated Press
OAK BLUFFS, Mass. - President Clinton sat in the front row
with his family Sunday at an
open-air
church on a
New England
town square,
and was given
holy orders to
get some rest
and recreation.
"Even a
president
needs some
time off," the
Rev. Edward Vender Hey said in

"If God could take a vacation
so could we," he said.
With Clinton's golf addiction in
mind, Vander Hey said playing is
an important part of living. He
joked that golf clubs are "inthat your vacation on the island struments of the devil," and that
will restore and rejuvenate."
he prefers racquetball because
His sermon focused on the re- "I lose very few balls on the
ligious significance of rest and small court."
play, a perfect Sunday morning
thought for a hard-driven politiClinton's laughter could be
cian weary from a summer of heard in the back rows.
Washington battles.
Reminding the nonThe president didn't waste any
denominational congregation time before taking Vander Hey's
that the Sabbath Is a day of rest, advice. He drove directly from
Vander Hey said, "The rhythm In church to the Farm Neck Golf
life is not all work - It's work and Club, changing into golf duds in
rest."
the clubhouse.

Clintons, friend attend church,
vacation at Martha's Vineyard
his sermon at The Tabernacle, a
159-year-old religious camp on
Martha's Vineyard.
The president, first lady Hillary Rodham Clinton, their
daughter, Chelsea, and one of
Chelsea's friends gathered with
more than 500 summer residents
beneath a huge steel shelter
resembling a revival tent.
As a gentle ocean breeze held
off the summer heat, Vandcr Hey
welcomed the Clintons to their
seats, saying, "We hope for you

Rwanda causes Americans to act
by Maggie Jackson
The Associated Press
Looking at the nightly news
horrors in Rwanda, then at her
house, her job and her healthy
family, Jean Seeley felt she had
only one choice - make a Rwandan child one of her own.
The 41-year-old Seattle paralegal had never considered adoption. She's one of hundreds of
Americans who have asked aid
agencies in recent weeks about
adopting young Rwandans.

Their prospects are slim.
The new Rwandan government
prohibits foreign adoptions.
Moreover, major relief agencies
discourage them unless efforts to
reunite families fail after two
years. But adoption advocates
say that long a wait is too hard on
the young.
' The quandary raises a sensitive question - what's worse for a
child, to lose cultural identity or
languish in homeless poverty?
"Sometime you have to do
more than just write a check,"

Seeley said, explaining why she
and her husband, who have two
teen-agers, want to adopt a
Rwandan child. "When we sat
there with our 2_2 kids in the
suburbs of Seattle and saw these
pictures of kids, it was so overwhelming and frustrating."
Amid Rwanda's overwhelming
nightmare of murder, dislocation
and disease, the children's stories are particularly wrenching Infants slashed by machete blows
that killed their parents, sick babies rolled in mats and left to die

Wisconsin, Jailing
inhabitants, cattle
by Robert Imrle
The Associated Press

Adams County and about 175
damaged.
A tornado in Eau Claire
BIG FLATS, Wis. - Shirley
County in western Wisconsin
Andersen looked up from the
killed a 3-year-old girl when a
floor and saw her house was
trailer home was blown into a
gone, ripped away by a tor- ' ditch A woman riding in a van
nado. A couple in their 60s
that was blown off a highway
rode out the storm in their
also died.
bathtub. The town hall was
More tornadoes touched
squashed "like a soda can."
down in Green Lake and
Four people were killed as
Juneau counties, wrecking
tornadoes tore across Wisconhouses and bams and leaving
sin during the night Saturday,
dead cattle in pastures.
ripping up small communities
Adams County Emergency
and farms.
Government Director Frank
One tornado gouged a
Zernia estimated up to 400 of
13-mile-long swath through
the 740 residents of Big Flats,
central Wisconsin and turned
80 miles north of Madison,
were affected by the tornado.
this small town's main street
into a tangle of metal, lumber
The town sits in a flat, heavily
and trees.
wooded area of potato farms
"All I could think about was
and vacation homes.
all this stuff was going to
Trees were draped with
come down on my head and it
pink insulation, power lines
was going to hurt," said Shirlay across roads and broken
ley Warner, 57, who was stayglass and splintered boards
ing at a friend's mobile home
were scattered throughout the
area. The buzz of chainsaws
in Big Flats with her 6-yearworking to clear fallen trees
old grandson, Nicholas Forslund.
from yards and roadways
seemed nonstop on Sunday.
"I tried to pull the mattress
over my head but I couldn't
The only recognizable feaget it off the bed. And then all
ture of what used to be the
town hall was the concrete
of a sudden, 'Wooooof.' It was
vault used to store public
over."
documents. The sheet metal
The walls were torn away
siding was strewn a few hunand most of the furniture
dred yards away in a field,
blown out.
crumpled like a wad of paper.
Damage from the tornado in
National Guard CapL Scott
Adams County, where Big
Meske, one of the 40 serviceFlats is located, was estimated
at $4.5 million, Sheriff Robert
men sent to the area, said the
Farbcr said.
municipal building looked as
The bodies of an elderly
though it was crushed "like a
couple were found in the
soda can."
wreckage of their home near
Big Flats residents Bob
Big Flats. Twenty-two people
Geiger, 65, and his wife, Marwere injured and five reion, 60, rode out the storm in
mained hospitalized Sunday,
their bathtub as their roof was
Farbcr said. Authorities knew
torn off and windows shatof 24 houses destroyed in
tered.

along roadsides, a toddler tugging at the sleeve of his dying
mother.
By early August, up to 200,000
Rwandan children were estimated to be orphaned, abandoned
or separated from families, said
the new government and
UNICEF.
Aid workers have already registered more than 3,000 children
in a central database in Nairobi
through interviews with the
young or their traveling companions.
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Soccer squad drops scrimmage Bengals finally
by John Boyle
The BC News

worked on in the preseason I
thought we did real well
"We accomplished about 90 to
95 percent of the parts of the
game that we've worked on. We
put them in a match-related situation and they handled it real
well," he added.

an ill-fated BG clearing attempt
that Oakland quickly centered
and turned into a first half marker. The mistake could be chalked up to inexperience, Palmisano said.

Although the Falcon soccer
squad lost a 1-0 scrimmage Saturday to Oakland University,
they've come a long way in just
over a week's worth of practices.
"We should be disappointed
that we didn't get a positive reBG was a little sluggish in the
sult," head coach Gary Palmisa- first half of the match but still
no said. "By the same token, carried the play to Oakland. The
though, the things that we've only goal of the match came off

■

"The goal we gave up was a
simple mistake that can be corrected," he said. "It's just a matter of having a young player on
the field and no one communicating to him."

BG had several good opportunities in the second half, despite
not really working on the
offensive part of the game yet in
the preseason, Palmisano said.
"I was very pleased with the
way we moved the ball offensively, and we really haven't done
anything from that standpoint in
practice," he said. "We created
what we consider two or three
grade 'A' chances and a handful
of other chances."
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Bowling Green's Jon Gigantl (11) attempts to drive past an Oakland University defender during Saturday's scrimmage. "I was

CD

very pleased with the way we moved the ball offensively, said
bead coach Gary Palmisano. The Falcons lost 1-0.
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CINCINNATI - Even more
amazing than the Cincinnati
Bengals scoring a touchdown
was the way they reacted
when they finally reached the
end zone.
They hugged. They strutted.
They flopped. They flipped.
They gloated. They taunted.
They reveled.
That's right. The most
miserable offense in franchise
history was thumping its chest
and 'dlssing it out in its final
exhibition game. And that was
quite all right with coach Dave
Shula, who has presided over
two years of bad teams and
boring football
"As long as we don't get a
penalty flag, it's great," Shula
said. "We've needed some of
that. We need guys who make
plays and put it in the end zone
and want to strut around."
There was more strutting in
a 38-14 exhibition victory Friday night over Detroit than
Riverfront Stadium patrons
have seen since the days of
Ickey Woods'Shuffle.
Nearly everyone got into the
act. David KJingler gave out
bear hugs after throwing his
first touchdown pass of
preseason, offensive linemen
raised their arms and waved
towels on the field, and the
sideline erupted as though the
home team had just won a
great victory.
"We haven't had a good day,
a good time, since I don't know
when," lineman Bruce Kozerski said. "That was fun. That's
what football is all about,
having fun."
The fun and frolicking were
nearly nonstop during a
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28-point first half.
When Derrick Fenner ran S
yards for a touchdown, he
backpedaled through the end
zone and flipped the ball over
his right shoulder.
Then, Fenner put his mark
on the game with the bestchoreographed touchdown
maneuver In these parts since
Ickey's shuffle. He turned the
corner for a 17-yard run, saw
no one in front of him, and
celebrated prematurely by
holding the ball low and strutting the final few yards.
As he crossed the goal line,
Fenner turned around, fell
backwards and flipped the ball
over his right shoulder just
before impact - the Fenner
Flop was born. Linebacker Antonio London stood over Fenner for a second, but kept going without causing a scene
How is it that a running
back with two career touchdowns is inventing in-yourface moves?
"I decided to go ahead and
make it exciting a little bit. It
was a little showtime," Fenner
said.
The show wasn't over until
safety Louis Oliver made his
first contribution as a Bengal
Oliver, signed as a free agent,
intercepted a pass by Dave
Krieg and returned it 39 yards
for a touchdown. He ran
through a halfhearted arm
tackle by the quarterback and
pulled a lineman the final couple yards.
He celebrated by running to
the stands, holding his arms
out and basking In the adulation as cameras recorded the
moment.

Take me
out of the
ball game
The Associated Press
ATLANTA - Twenty years
ago, two teen-agers in be 11 bottom
jeans leaped over the railing at
Atlanta-Fulton County Stadium
and raced to hug Hank Aaron as
he rounded second base after hitting his 715th home run.
On that day - April 8, 1974 Aaron broke Babe Ruth's career
record.
Cliff Courtney and Brltt Gaston, now both 37 and respectable
businessmen, were reunited with
Aaron recently on the film set of
the TBS documentary, "Hank
Aaron: Chasing the Dream.''
"I always wondered what happened to those guys," Aaron said.
"Looks like they turned out OK.
They sure do have something to
tell their kids about"
In 1974, the stunt by Courtnay
and Gaston, both 17, was seen by
thousands at the tttdJUumt millions more on national television
and In pictures plastered across
sports sections everywhere.
'■Looking back on it now, I'm
surprised we could do that," said
aW.CAA4S.eat.aaia*.

I OstlfreecoonderftolrjrlrttlorSlerwrMliraiaeil* II
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Two-year streak comes to abrupt end
U.S. Little Leaguers lose to underdog Venezuela
by Kelly P. Kissel
The Associated Press

After the delay and after a
foul tip, Mora doubled to right
field, where more than a foot of
water had stood just two hours
earlier. Mora took third when
the next pitch sailed over catcher Cunningham's head and
scored two pitches later on
Esteban Avila's single to right.
The Venezuelans picked up
another run in the fourth when
Guillermo Quiroz reached on
an error, moved to second on
Hidalgo's single and scored
two wild pitches later.
The Americans — aiming for
the United States' third consecutive title for the first time
since 1966 - tied the game at 2

WILLIAMSPORT, Pa. -Venezuela ended the United
States' two-year run as Little
League champions, beating the
California team whose city was
ravaged by an earthquake seven months ago.
Venezuela came back after a
three-hour rain delay and became the first Latin American
team to win the title since 1958,
defeating Northridge, Calif.,
4-3 Saturday.
The game was scoreless in
the third Inning when rain, hail
and lightning stopped play. The
storm left 18 inches of water in
the outfield and when the game
resumed three hours, five
minutes later, It was 7:20 p.m.
EDT and ABC had cut away
from Its telecast.
Northridge pitcher Justin
Gentile, whose palm ball was
working well before the break,
and Venezuela pitcher Cesar
Hidalgo each were in control
when the severe weather hit.
But after the game restarted.
Gentile threw five wild pitches
and gave up seven hits.
The families of three Northridge players - Matthew Cassel, Matthew Cunningham and
Greg Wallis - have yet to move
back into their homes. Many
others are still dealing with the
aftermath of the strong Jan. 17
quake, which had a magnitude
of 6.7.
AP pkoto/CkrU CrdMr
Gentile had a 3-2 count on
Efflnson Mora with two out in Venezuelan teammates
the top of the third when the celebrate their 4-3 victory
storm came.
Saturday.

In the bottom of the fourth.
Mat he w Fisher walked, then
Cassel and Peter Tuber singled
to load the bases. Michael
Frost's grounder to second
forced Tuber at second, but
Mora's throw to first for the
double play was off the mark
and let Cassel score behind Fisher.
In the Venezuela fifth, Elio
Perez singled to right, moved
to second on a wild pitch and
scored the go-ahead run on
Avila's second RBI single of
the game. Avila himself scored
- on a wild pitch - after Erik
Villalobos walked and Hildago
singled.
Spencer Gordon hit his second home run of the Series in
the bottom of the fifth, dropping the ball just over Avila's
glove In center field. Gordon's
three-run homer In Thursday's
semifinal put Northridge in the
title game.
Cassel, Tuber and Frost went
in order In the sixth to end the
game.
Northridge wasvattempting
to become the third California
team In a row to win a World
Series title. Long Beach won
the last two.
Little League's Latin American region hadn't won a World
Series championship since
Monterrey, Mexico, won consecutive titles in 19S7 and 1958.
U.S. teams hadnt won three
straight titles since It won
eight straight after Monterrey's last title.
The game marked Venezuela's first appearance in a
championship game.

Ap »k«a/itiiMy K ■ ■ >cd y

Venezuela's Esteban Avila (9) slides Into home plate under the tag of Northridge .Calif., catcher Matthew Cunningham (S) after a wild pitch.

Daly fights man over proper
etiquette during tournament
byChuchMelvIn
The Associated Press
AKRON
- John Daly,
golf's longest hitter, got Into a
fight with the father of another
golfer over course etiquette Sunday after Daly shot an 83 In the
final round of the World Series of
Golf.
According to witnesses, the
28-year-old Daly was grabbed
from behind by Bob Roth, 62,
after the two exchanged words
near the entrance to the pro shop.
Roth was upset because Daly
twice had hit balls into the group
ahead of him on the Firestone
Country Club North course.
Roth's son, Jeffrey, was in the
twosome ahead of Daly.
The elder Roth and Daly fell to
the ground, wrestled briefly and
were separated by the crowd.
Neither was hurt badly, although
Roth's left elbow was scraped
and needed to be bandaged.
Akron police Lt. Michael
Woody said he spoke with representatives of both combatants,
and neither wanted to file charges. Police planned no further action, Woody said.
"It's out of proportion now, so
it doesn't need to be expounded
upon," the elder Roth told The
Associated Press as he sat In a
car in the contestants' lot He declined to comment further.

Daly apparently had left the
grounds and could not be located
for comment. But Terry Travis,
the caddie for golfer Ikuo Shlrahazna, said Daly was not at fault
Travis said he saw the fight
break out and pulled Daly away
from Roth.
"John's coming out of the clubhouse," Travis said. "There's
something said. It looked like
John said, 'Sorry about that' and
started to walk away. Then the
guy grabs him from behind.
"John's a friend of mine. The
guy assaulted him. The media's
going to blow this out of proportion, that John Daly started this,
and that's not the case."
Witnesses' accounts of the
altercation varied greatly, and
Dolores Roth, the golfer's
mother, said Daly provoked it
"We got In here, and my husband said, 'Start doing some
growing up,' something like
that," Dolores Roth said, adding
that the two then exchanged expletives.
"That's when my husband got
mad. He's 62, and he wanted to
lay him out," she said. "Daly
threw him to the ground and was
beating up on him. The crowd
kind of separated them. Caddies
and people pulled them apart."
She said her husband's elbow
and leg were scraped on the concrete

Adam Beach, Roth's caddie,
said the first time Daly hit a ball
into Roth's group, on the par A
14th hole, was apparently an accident Jeffrey Roth said the ball
landed about three feet from
him.
"I don't think the second one
[on No. 15] was an accident,"
Beach said.
Daly hit his drive nearly to the
green on the 341-yard 15th hole
while Roth was still putting.
"I saw somebody ripping it,"
Beach said. "Jeff's getting ready

GAME
Continued from page six.

to putt, and here comes the ball."
PGA Tour commissioner Timothy W. Finchem said tour officials were investigating.
"I will talk to the people involved before I make any public
statement," Finchem said. The
PGA Tour does not announce any
disciplinary actions.
Finchem said he expected to
talk with Daly "probably within
the next 48 hours."
Daly had been accused twice
earlier in the tournament of hitting into the group ahead of him.

Courtney, now an optometrist in
Valdosta, Ga.
On that fateful day, Courtnay
and Gaston had planned to slip
into the box seats each time
Aaron came to bat and crouch
behind the railing. If he didn't hit
a home run, they would return to
their seats.
They got their chance In the
fourth inning.
"We Jumped the rail half expecting someone to stop us any
way they could, but I guess we
caught everyone by surprise,"
said Gaston, a businessman now
living In Isle of Palm, S.C "But
we knew what would happen to
him if we got to him."

After Aaron elbowed the teens
and knocked them aside, they
were nabbed by security guards,
turned over to police, then
thrown in jail for several hours.
"We got the whole treatment fingerprinted, mug shots - then
we were put in a big holding cell
with about 40 other guys,"
Courtnay said.
What the two didn't know beforehand was the FBI and Atlanta police had assigned an officer to the stadium after being
warned of possible whiteextremist reaction if Aaron
broke Ruth's record.
When the two came to trial
within the year, Aaron came to
the rescue and the charges were
dropped.

1432E.WOOSTER
FAST FREE
ALL DAY
DELIVERY
OPEN DAILY
11 a.m.

352-4663
FREE
POP
with any
large sub
or Pasta
DiB«n»d«tto'«
■••■>•••■•

DONT LET THE MAGIC OF HOMECOMING PASS YOU BY!
1s1 HOMECOMING MEETING WILL BE HELD
WEDS. AUG 31 AT 7 P.M.,
IN THE TAFT ROOM, 3rd FLOOR UNION
Anyone interested in making Homecoming a success, please attend!

call 2-7164 or 2-2343
for more info

BGSU ICE ARENA
SENIOR HOCKEY LEAGUE
FALL 1994
Open to all players 18 years of age and above.
Each team will play 6-8 games. Games will consist of three 20-minute running
time periods. Playoffs will be conducted following the regular season.
Play will begin on Monday, September 12th and will conclude in late November.
The cost is $75.00 per player. You can enter a complete team, or you can enter as
an individual and we will place you on a team.
BGSU students, including intramural and fraternity players, are welcome.
BGSU students and faculty can charge the $75.00 fee to your bursar account.
Registration deadline is Wednesday, September 7th. Registrations are now being
accepted at the Ice Arena.
Please call 372-2764 or 372-2264 for additional information.

Classifieds

The BG News
page eight
CAMPUS EVENTS
Out) Hod.*, In tarnation Maacng
Sept. 1 'Campus Room In rfte Union
9.-00 pm' 7362-7917
-BOWLINO OREEN MOW NEWS"
DO YOU MISS OUR FIRST MEETING? IT'S
NOT TO LATE TO JOINI CALL 372-23S4 FOR
MORE INFORMATION.
-YOUR NEWS SOURCE FOR THE W»-

SERVICES OFFERED
HORSEBACK
RIDINO/TRAIL
RIDES/RIDING LESSONS/ RESERVATIONS NECESSARY. SLIPPERY ELM RIOMG RANCH. 13586 W KRAMER RD.. BOWLINO GREEN. OH 419-153 5403
Howling Wolf D J. Service
E xpenenced. Quality CO sound, Wide variety
-For An Hour CM A Good Tmo"
CaU Kevin HS74-7S41

tE-SAlHI mooing Hon. Aug. 2*
B.COpm 2nd floor ED.
Quaatonacal Trice el 353-3115.

Pregnant? We can help.
Free A confidential pregnancy tests.
support and information.
BG Pregnancy Center
Call 354-HOPE

Amarioan Insttuls of Aichiloauro S«JOsn»
FinM mooring ol fr» now semaassr wi bo
WodnouUy, Aug. 31 n 9:00pm in Rm. 127A al
tno Tech Blog. This • open to anyone mmoilod in Architecture and ii'i related IWdi.

SKYDIVE B.G. WELCOMES BACK THE
ADVENTURESOME AND THRILL SEEKERS
We orler a first jump/aliydlve courao. Cal for
•tudeni discounts. Viaa 6 MC accepted. 10
minmaa from B.Q.S.U campus. 352-5200

ATTENTION ALL GOLDEN KEY MEMBERS
First Mooring Wod. Aug. 31
9:15pm BA Lounge 2nd Floor
Questions?
COD Gil 2-S095/Jul« 364-2310

Typing Service - Sam - 8pm
7 dayi a week. Cell 352-4363

SO 24 NEWS
Do you droom oboui ■ caroor in Broadcast
Noun? Join BG 24 NEWS now member meetIng Monday Aug. 29ti 9:00121 Waal Hal.
BO 24 NEWS

CAMPUS TOURGUOES
Office ol Admlaaiona Kick-OH Mandatory Tour
Guide Meesng. Tues.. Aug. 30 - 4 pm to 530
pm or Wod.. Aug. 31 - 530 pm D 7 pm. McFK
Caniif Assembly Room.
Gel in shape BGSUI
JOIN KARATE TOOAVIII
«- 730pm Mon. 6 Wad. in AatHayKraiaonar

ROWING ClUi
Rrat moating Mon. Aug. 2Wh
AtfapminRn.llOBA.
STUDENT ENVIRONMENTAL ACTION COALfTION
FIRST MEETING TUESDAY. AUG. 30.
1:00PM AT THE UCF CENTER. CORNER OF
THURSTIN AND RIDGE.

Looking tor a mid-day diversion ?
Take a -spiritual oreaK"
MaaaonCampua.
Tue*. M 12:05 pm In Prout Chapel
Sponsored by SL Thomas Moie
Student Or genus; on
Leva to Play auchra? bISards? any other
games? Tah witi Karhy Yanoeka, the Gamea
Director, 0 UAO's Open House Aug. 3t st ©
630pm In the Grand Ballroom.
M.T. Muggs 6 Monday Nghl Footbal am a
great oombineson. 22 oz. domestic been) 6 20
pint wings. Greet Half-Time Specials.
Movie buff? Want to help decide what weekend
and classic Mm. oil bo shown on campus?
Ta* with Kirk Patera, the Campus Films Director. 0 UAO's Open House on Aug. Slat
0830pm In tie Grand Ballroom.

PERSONALS
Adam Rich's new tape virgin Freak ia now
available at Mad Haner and finders. 8 aongi ol
pure guitar adrenalin, rm alao looking for a
band. Contact ma at 372-6375 or come B
538C Founder! Quad.
ATTENTION ALL SENtORSIII
Art you interested In being BGSU's
HOMECOMING KIN 0 OH OUEEN7I
Pick up an application In the UAO office in
room 330 Union.
Applications can be turned in until
Sepl ember 2ndl
Cal UAO at 372-2343 for more Info.
ATTENTION ALL SEWOHSIII
Friends of Bill W. starting a group. To get
together, call 372-2130 for more Information

Rolling Rock Happy Hour at Ihe Brathaus during Monday Night Foorbali.Gei your tree
chance to win a Brathaus T-shirt.
Students who ere iniereeled in geitng credit tor
EDFI 302 (Educational Psychology) rhrough a
unique experience m learn ng to work win children and adoleocenta form diverse cultural
backgrounds. Dr. Kathy Farter will be teaching
EDFI 302 m conjunction with EDFI 417 (Urban
ED) Spring B5 Specially selected field experiences working with exemplary educators In urban settings win be integrated with Ed. Psych
material. Oasa size will be Minted so that students will be able to explore topics and issues
ol inwr.it both individually and cooperativaly.
Contact Dr. Ferber at 372-7336 tor details regarding course registration.
TOURGUOES
Mandatory Office of Admissions Tour Guide
Meeting Tues., Aug. 30 - 4 pm o 5 30 pm or
Wed.. Aug. 31 - 630 pm B 7 pm. Mcfali
Canter Assemply Room.
Want some aip. to go with those books? Vol.
for Victims Advocacy Prog, at The Link. Support veil m« of sexual assault and other violent
Crimea. Apply 315 Thurstm. BG. Deadhne
9/2/94.

Iniaiiisd In kcejree, poetical laauee, oniartainera and not top.ee ? Visit and fast with Mollie
Monanan. lie Contemporary Isauel Dvoctor,
Q UAO's Open House on Aug. 31 si t> 8:30pm
In the Grand Ballroom.

WOMEN'S CLUB SOCCER TRYOUTS
Ajg 29 - Sept l 4 30-6 30
At Mas near stadium
reCalAmy3S4-e0eO

Interested in Sports Broadcasting?
Join 68.1 WBGU Radio Sports I
Intro mtg. Tues . Aug. 30.203 West 9 00pm

WANTED

Thl BGSU Collaga Damoeratl
Interested In money? Jewelry? posters?
plants? Craft fairs? Come talk to Mcha Agner,
the Campus Saiea Director, O UAO's Open
House on Aug. 31SI 0 B30pm m the Grand
Ballroom.

in vita you to
our first meeting ol Ihe yaar
Tuesday, Aug. 39
• p.m
Room 202 Edueal Ion
Coma join ual

TRYOUTSFORBOSU-S
PRECISION SKATING TEAM
ICE ARENA, 10 P.M.
■726 AND a/30
UAOtUAOIUAOt
Hrector-el-Largo poalllon opon.
Ba pan ol tie largaat student programming
board on campuiAppllcallona lor a now taaon position available now in Rm. 330 Union.
Due back by Noon Sapt. SUi..
Call 2-2343 tar detail* I
UAOIUAOI UAOf

INTRAMURAL ENTRIES DUE: WOMEN'S
AND COED SOFTBALL-TUES.. AUG 30.
MEN'S SOFTBALL-WEDS.. AUG. 31; MEN'S
DOUBLES GOLF-THURS. SEPT. 1; MEN.
WOMEN, COED ULTIMATE FRISBEE-TUES.
SEPT. 6; WOMEN'SGLS 6 DBLS TENNISWEDS. SEPT. 7: MEN'S DOUBLES TENNISWEDS. SEPT. 7. ALL ENTRES DUE WITH
FORFEIT FEE BY 4:00 PM IN 130 FIELD
HOUSE ON DUE DATE.
INTRAMURAL SOFTBALL OFFICIALS
NEEDED. APPLY IN 130 FELD HOUSE BEFORE 8/31
EXPERENCE REQUIRED.
MANDATORY CLINIC - AUGUST 31 - 6:30 F 10 P.M.
Like organization? Putting together yearbooks? Curious about UAO? Come foot witi
Cathy Flanagan, the Administrative D .recto.. s:
UAOs Open House on August 31 st @ 830pm
in the Grand Ballroom.

The BG News
DEADLINE:

1 or 2 female rmtee. needed tor 2 bdrm. apartment. Rent-Sl20 a month or negotiable. CaU
353-0363.
College-age male or female mite desired.
Must ba relatively quiel 6 willing B share uMtPes. etc. Close P campus. 353-4073 evea
HELPUSI
We need tickets to the September 10th
GREEN DAY
concert al Blossom.
Will pay good money tor them
Call 352-1075
Non-smoking fomale rmte. needed ASAP.
Cheap rent 691.25 plus uol. 6 mm walk from
campus. If interested call 354-6609.
One roommate needed Own room in largo
house dose to cam pus. $140 a month pkia utaipoe. Non-smoker prelerred. 354-7204
Roommate wanted. Non-smoker. Own room.
6150 ptusutl Lance 655-3084.

Welcome Beck Studentil
Need extra $$$?
Want to make your own schedule?
Do you need a paid co-op or internship?
We welcome all college students B join
us al EBSCO Telemarketing Service. No
exp. necessary Very flexible scheduling
with hourly rate plus bonuaeo. Our
average sales per eon eama between $6 6
$6 50 per hour, and Bp sellers earn
between 18 all 2 per hour Peid weekly
Profit sharing 1 paid days oft ottered
Extensive paid saining program 6
follow through Apply after 4.00pm
Mon-Fn atl13N MaihSl.

LIGHT INDUSTRIAL POSITIONS 24 HOURS
PER WEEK12 HOUR WEEKENO SHIFTS
ErTHER 11PM - 11AM FRI. AND SAT.
NIGHTS OR 11AM - 11PM SAT. AND SUN.
DAYS WORK THE WEEKENDS YOU WANT
TO WORKIII FOR A LARGE MANUFACTURER JUST NORTH OF FINDLAY. EXCELLENT WORKING CONDITIONS AND
WAGES.

•1 Aweaomel Earn 62500 6 Free Spring Break
Tnpsi Set 8 Trips A Go Freel Beat Trips 6
Prloaal Bahamas, Cancun, Jamaica. Panama
Cltyl 1-B0OS76-S3MI
$1 OOmour possible mailing our circuteri
For info, can (202) 266-9066
6363.60. Sen 72 fumy ooKeoe T-shirts - prolt
$363 60 Risk-tree. Choose from 19 designs
Free catalog 1 -800-700-4250.

CALL

THE RUMPF CORPORATION
FINOLAY
AT 423-4121 FOR MORE DETAILS

OF

Or cal 363-6662.

Casey's is HIRING
Flexible houre- ahon shifts available
1025 N. Main BG " 352-91tfl

REGISTER BY AUGUST 31 TO ENTER A
DRAWING
FOR A FREE COLOR TV

Childcare - Fall sem. 10 yr. ok). M 6 W
230-8pm, T 2:30-10pm. TH 230-6pm. Tranap.
rag. 354-1506.

FOR SALE

APPLY MON. - FRI. 9AM4PM AT
THE RUMPF CORPORATION
319 NORTH BLANCHARD STREET
FINDLAY OH

Ciencal position - Part-time. Candidate needs
good communicator ski Is, typing Ik III and
experience with WordPerfect. Send resume
and copy ol class schedule to Tammi Detii at
Student Legal Services. 327 University Union
BGSU.
Earn cash stuffing envelopes at home. All materials provided Sand SASE B P.O. Box
10075, qsthe. KS 66051.
Help Wanted. Earn caah In class
Earn $200 plus taking notee
For more kilo call:
362-0660 or 353-3109
House Girl wanted for Pr. Kappa Pel Fraternity. For more Info, call Matt at 2-6463.
Little Caesar's - Mercer 6 Wooetar St.
NOW HIRING delivery drivers
Apply Wiihin.

LONG TERM WORD PROCESSING
POSITIONS IN FINOLAY
WORD PERFECT 6.1 EXPERENCE REQUIRED
PAGEMAKER A PLUS
SAM-5PM MON. THRU FRI.
MANDATORY OVERTIME
EXCELLENT WORKING CONDITIONS
AND TOP WAGES
CANDIDATES MUST TEST A MINIMUM OF
66WPM

68 Subaru GL - Must sell I Automatic. AC.
power windows, cruise control -$2S00/be*t
offer. Call 372-1321.

SPRING BREAK V5-SELL TRIPS, EARN
CASH 6 GO FREEIII Student Travel Services
is now hiring campus representatives. Lowest
rates B Jamaica. Cancun, Daytona and Pan
ama City Beach. Call 1-800-646-4646.

1984 Ford LTD - Rune great. $750 or best
offer, 352-3009.

STOPHIIII Don't look any further If you want tie
PERFECT JOBII Eam $$$$ while gaining valuable mkl, pr., 6 sales skills. Apply B ba a
Teletund Caller tor the BGSU Telefund. Applications available al the Maori Alumni Center
M-F. 8-5. Hurry, the last day B apply is Friday
September 2111 (Psssst it's a lot of funtoolfl

IBM Compatible Computer
Complete with sola*are and 24 PIN printer
$400.0 b o 372-2660
Greal for word processing

DORM REFRIGERATOR LARGER SIZE HAS
FREEZER...WORKS GREAT. $75. CALL
352-5510.

lnflnltySM-150 speakers. 3O0W per channel.
$550 for both. 364-7837.

Story reader, cookie baker, song singer.
Needed Mon. - Thurn. evenings B slow down
and watch the grass grow with 3 yr. old. Prefer
on campus. Call Ruth collect 393-2433.

MEN SDIAMONO RING
High Quality Cut and Clarity
$550. Call Terry 352-6606.

Two desk clerks needed. One shift 4pm-midnlght. Sat.. Sun., and Mon. The other shift
Spnvmidnight. Tues.-Fn. Call 352-1520 or slope ut at Buckeye Motor kin. ask tor Tim. Start
Immediately.

Reel aquaria 6 supplies. Unbeatable prices
Setup maWenanoo nag. The Saa AnonHy.
354-4214.

VAN DRIVER Pert lime poaiUon B provide
transportation to and from social service
agency. Mual be between the ages of 21-65.
have a valid Ohio driver's ecense and an excellent driving record Submit resume B P.O. Box
736. Bowling Green, OH 43402.

FOR RENT
Bowling Grwn ViHag* Apvtnwnl*
300 Napoleon Rd. * 352-6335
Now accepting applicatkona tor 1 and 2 b»d
rooms. Come in and pet on the wajpngim.

Waitresses or waiters Pi -one Must ba available from 10am-2pm. >»F. Exp. helpful. Apply
at the Elks Lodge, 200 Campbell Hal Rd.
Mon.-Fri. 2-4pm. 352-2140.

APPLY OR SEND RESUME TO
THE RUMPF CORPORATION
319 NORTH BLANCHARD STREET
FINOLAY OHIO 45640

WANTED: 100 STUDENTSI
To lose 10-29 lbs. New Metabolism Break
tvough. Famous Thigh Cream". Available
$29.95*1-600-664-0473.

Loving 6 reliable nanny to care for our 2 children in our BG home. References required.
Call 1-537-1816.

*****
■*.

WANTED: Loving responsible student tor babysitting position. Will work around hours. Cal
Doors @ 6720384

Math Tutor Needed
for Math 421.426,441
Will Pay I Please call 372-6495

MERDWNKERS
OF AMERICA
PARTY-SMART

Warehouse Manager/Maintenance Supervisor-Skilled manager lor fast paoad construction company warehouse. Attention to detail a
must. Experience in maienal handling, ■hipping and receiving, managing people, inventory control and general maintenance ol tacii
ry Knowledge of electrical, mechanical and
general construction maiariaia and vehicles
prelerred. Good driving record. Able to oburi
COL within 3 momha ol here. Benefits include
competitive wages, medical, holiday, vacation
pay, 401K, and more. Apply at Vaughn Industries, 1201 E. Flndlay St.. Carey. OH
43318. Applications accepted through September 2, 1994. 2-4 PM.M-F.

Nature's Way Landscapaa-full 6 pi lime poeiton*. Flexible echedukhg-whole days preferred. 886-7S6S.
Now hiring drivers. Musi be 16 yrs. ol age and
have own car. Apply m person. Marco's Pizza.
1045 N Main.
Part-time child care in my South Toledo home
on Mon. 6 Wad. from 730 am - 4 pm and on
Fri, morning.
Non-smoker 6 references required
Call 389-1859

liO Riularinti Aw.. Suite IW
COSH

Mesa, a 92626

I-800-441-235?
HrtT I IHIIMTS til tun iK j b i non-pnihl
Nsaaaatr niCTirKTshipixrjtanitaiKm
iipm iinlv In pr-tvim ofcf the age of 21

Your Local Off-Campus address and telephone number
will be printed in the
BGSU Telephone Directory.

_per ad are $.60 per line. $2.40 minimum.
$.60 extra per ad lor bold lace.
Approximately 35-45 spaces per line.

PREPAYMENT:

PART TIME JOBS

HELPWANTED

CLASSIFIED DISPLAY: 1" OR 2" ADS
1'(8 line Maximum) $6.50 per Insertion
2"(16 line maximum) $12.95 per insertion

_One day prior to publication, 4 p.m.
(The BG News is not responsible tor postal servtce delays)

BAMES

Monday, August 29,1994

is required (or all non-university related businesses and Individuals.

NOTICE:
me BG News win not be responsible for error flue to Illegibility or -compile Inlormation. Please come to 204
West Hall Immediately If mere Is an error In your ad The BG News will not be responsible tor typographical
errors In classifies aSs for more inan two consecutive Insertions.
The BG News reserves the nghl to release the names of inoividuals who place acvertlsing in The BG News.
The decision on whether to release Oils information shall be maSe by the management of The BG News. The
purpose of this policy is to discourage the placement of advertising that may be cruel or unnecessarily
embarrassing to Individuals or organizations. Cases ol fraud can be prosecuted.

Use the Off-Campus Local Address Change form below to provide
Off-Campus residence and telephone number only.

To assure proper Inclusion in the BGSU Telephone Directory,
please submit completed forms by

Monday, August 29, 1994.
CLASSIFIED MAIL ORDER FORM

However.

.

if yoii do not yet know your Off-Campus Local telephone number (and you want It listed), please hold the

NAME (Print).
ADDRESS _
PIDN# or ACCOUNT*
(For billing purposes only)

PHONE#.

form until the telephone number is known.
(Every effort will be made lo include in the Directory
forms received before 9:00 AM. Wednesday, August 31.)

Please mail or deliver the completed Off-Campus Local Address change form to the
Office of Registration and Records, 110 Administration Building
or drop off the form at one of the sites listed below.

Please PRINT your ad clearly, EXACTLY how you wish it to appear:
(Circle words you wish to appear in bold type)

Drop Locations:
University Union Information Desk
Off-Campus Student Center
Library Circulation Desk
Campus Bookstore
Administration Bldg, 1 st Floor Hall
Office of Registration and Records
Off-Campus Housing

Off-Campus Local
Classification in which you wish your ad to appear:
Campus & City Events*
Lost and Found
Rides
Services Offered
Personals

Use this lorn only It Off-Campus Local Address Change or Correction is required.
Contact the On-Campus Housing Office to change residence hall or Greek unit address.

Wanted
Help Wanted
For Sale
For Rent

Street
(tadsataii.i

Total number of days to appear

Mail to: (On or Off-Campus Mail)
The BG News
204 West Hall BGSU
Bowling Green, Ohio 43403
(Checks payable to The BC News)

r.

[Eg

I 1 I I I

i i i i i i

11 11 i

City

LUJ-LLU-l

Address Change Form
Phone: 372-2601

■

ii

AddlStrast

Tataphona

1

I I I I

M

* Camput/Cily Event Ads: $1.00/ 1st day with a 35 word limit. Subsequent dayi regular rate.

Dates to appear

Jllll

Student ID

Revised 26 July 1994

Zip

Slgnaturs and Data

11
Bowling Green State University
Office of Registration and Records

